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Introduction

A

nyone who engages in a work-out or
any strenuous activity takes their
physical condition into consideration,
not just athletes or professionals. After each
work-out or activity, even with proper warmups and cool-down routines, sometimes sore
muscles are still inevitable. Sore muscles
usually feel better after a day or two of rest,
but if you have recurring muscle pain particularly in your neck, shoulders, back,
thighs and legs, and you can identify the spot where it originates, you may have a trigger
point pain. We shouldn’t overlook these are common pains as there are also common ways
to ease and relieve them and possibly save you a trip to the doctor. In this guide, we’ll show
you one of the easiest ways to alleviate sore muscles using our high-quality Limm Massage
Balls set.
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What is Fascia?
Fascia is a network of elastic and connective tissues that wraps, connects and separates our
muscles, bones, blood vessels, cells, organs and nerves to keep everything moving smoothly
and without friction around each other. This network of tissues is interwoven together;
thus, tears or distress in one spot can affect and create problems in other areas. Once there
is distress in one area, your body compensates to keep your body upright and still working
together without causing much pain. This causes the fascia to tighten in other areas where
muscles are unable to hold the extra tension alone. Without you knowing, your posture
changes to accommodate this.
Sometimes, through stress or trauma, our muscles can get tears that don’t heal properly,
causing pain and discomfort. The fascia can also get tears or adhere to each other, which
may cause tightness or restriction. When the system of fascia is restricted, muscle
movement also becomes restricted.
Tight fascia can lead to restricted blood flow to muscles and nerves.

Let’s talk about Trigger Points
When our body is in pain, it creates a protection response by triggering muscles around the
injury to contract in order to provide support and protection for the surrounding tissues.
This area of contraction is called a “trigger point”. These are also called “muscle knots”, and
these are sore and sensitive spots in the connective tissues in our skeletal muscles. While
initially a good thing, this response is usually a major cause of neck and back pain. This
response can also create a cycle of pain and diminished muscle efficiency as more blood
flow is restricted to the contracted area. More triggers are created, and more muscles
tighten t protect the growing epicenter of pain, which has already caused a chronic reaction
through the muscle and myofascial network.

What causes these trigger points/ What causes Myofascial Pain
Syndrome?
1. Fatigue
2. Repetitive motions
3. injuring intervertebral disks
4. Lack of movement or activity, for instance, a broken leg in plaster
5. Diseases or medical conditions such as stomach irritation or heart attack
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Myofascial Release
The aim is to restore elasticity to hardened and tightened fascia that normal stretching
can’t penetrate or reach. We try to smoothen the hard/tightened knots so that they return
to being elastic and fluid by applying gentle and sustained pressure to trigger points to allow
the fascia to move freely.

Should You Self-Massage?
Self-massage or self-myofascial release can help reduce scar tissue and adhesions, improve
mobility and range of motion, improve quality of movement and untangle knots and
smoothen fascia quickly whenever or wherever you need to.
Self-Myofascial Release can also increase blood flow, reduce muscle soreness, sustain the
normal functioning of muscular length, and improve lymph movement. All these benefits
help you heal and recover faster, so you could perform better in life.
Although physical therapy and drugs can be used to treat myofascial pain, especially pain is
caused by other health conditions, self-myofascial release massage ball is still an effective
treatment, especially if used in physical therapy.
Massage Balls can get rid of pain and stress by improving the circulation of lymph, blood
and increasing the efficiency of nerve receptors. Myofascial release also leads to the
release of endorphins, which are the body’s natural painkillers.
Stress on the fascia could result in a slow flow of the lymphatic fluid, and myofascial release
can improve circulation of the lymphatic fluid, making a recovery from diseases and injuries
easier for the body.
Fascial stress on the nerves can also cause pain, tingling, and numbness in your hands and
legs, and myofascial release can help eliminate this stress on the nerves.
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Chapter 1: Massage Tools Screening Guide
How Should I Pick the Right Massage Ball?
Picking a massage ball shouldn’t be overwhelming; the most important feature of any
massage ball or tool is the ability to position the ball and control the movement to apply
pressure on specific trigger points. Therefore the pressure would depend on how light or
heavy the pressure you put. The more pressure you put into the ball, the more intense the
massage will be.
There are several factors that can determine the right massage ball for your needs. These
are size, weight, shape, grip, and hardness.

SIZE
The size of your massage balls should be appropriate
to the body part that needs pressure. Applying
pressure to your feet would not work well if you’re
using a massage ball that’s almost the same size as
your feet regardless of the hardness, because the
trigger point in your feet is relatively small compared
to the size of the ball.
For your hands, forearms, and feet, golf balls and
lacrosse ball sizes are most appropriate (42.7m to
63mm).
Calves, hamstrings, abdomen/psoas, buttocks, upper
and lower back, deltoids and neck also benefit from
lacrosse balls, tennis balls, and baseball sizes (63mm,
67mm, 73mm). The chest and shoulders area could
benefit from a slightly bigger ball (100mm).
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WEIGHT
A massage ball’s weight is important for it to stay where you put it.
A massage ball should also be solid instead of hollow or inflatable,
as this also adds to their hardness. A solid ball will also not deform
even if you put your weight on them when rolling them on your
back.

SHAPE
Massage balls come in different shapes
and forms, so it’s important to use the one
that will target your specific needs. We
have manufactured different shapes and
texture of the balls depending on certain
body parts. Smooth round balls can be
used for when you need to use your body
weight to apply pressure on the massage
ball.
Usually, using a smooth round ball, you
can control its movement precisely when
you roll on it. Your Limm lacrosse balls are perfect for that. However, if you come from a
workout and you are sweaty, spiky balls might improve the grip. Spiky balls with smooth
spikes can also help on digging into a tweaked muscle or tendon and improve the massage.
Your Limm massage balls set is then perfect for all situations.

SPIKY BALLS
Spiky Balls work on the myofascial* system to reduce muscle tension, improve blood flow,
increase body awareness, and aid in injury prevention and rehabilitation. By
targeting trigger points, Spiky Balls can reduce pain levels and improve range of motion
through specific muscles and subsequently improve joint motion.
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GRIP
Your massage ball should have a great grip so it
wouldn’t slide easily against a wall or a wood floor, or
even your skin. This makes controlling the movement of
the ball much easier. Natural rubber, which can be
found in lacrosse balls, have great grip.

HARDNESS
People have different needs, and there is no perfect
hardness for your massage balls, as each body part will
respond better to different hardness. But the more your
tissues are stressed, the more you need to use softer
balls. Harder balls can be used once you feel your
tissues and muscles have improved its health and
flexibility. Injured tissues will always need softer
massage balls.
A lacrosse/spiky ball massage is an excellent way to
release tension, as it can help break up adhesions between the fascia and underlying
muscles. Use these techniques on your problem areas daily, especially after a strenuous
workout. It will not only help you feel great but improve performance and muscle recovery.
Remember to consult your doctor.
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Chapter 2: Assortment of Massage Ball Sets from
Limm
Limm offers a variety of massage tools, grouped in different sets. You are certain to find the
best option for your needs!
Set

Includes:
•
•

2 hard lacrosse balls
1 spiky ball

•

3 hard lacrosse balls of different
hardnesses (soft, medium and
hard)

Type B

•
•

1 hard lacrosse ball
1 double massage roller

Type C

•
•

1 hard lacrosse ball
1 massage roller

Type D

•
•

1 hard lacrosse ball
1 massage olive

Type E

•
•
•

1 hard lacrosse ball
1 spiky ball
1 rubber peanut

Type F

•
•
•

1 hard lacrosse ball
1 spiky ball
1 spiky peanut

Type G

•
•

1 rubber peanut
1 spiky peanut

The original

Type A
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Chapter 3: Massage Guide
Areas of the Body to Massage
It is important to know that slow and consistent pressure and diaphragmatic breathing are
helpful techniques to learn when doing a self-myofascial release. There are different ways
to work on the tissue, including pressure wave, oscillation, and cross-friction. All these
techniques help get a better response in the body rather than just lying on the ball or tool.
You can use the Limm Massage Balls set against the floor, wall, or chair to generate the
pressure required. Some massages in this eBook may require rolling a Massage Ball against
a wall, and we suggest using socks or the mesh bag included in your package to make it
easier to control the movement and position of the ball.
Before we move on to areas of the body that we can massage, first you need to warm up
these different muscle groups by doing a progressive deep pass over them for at least 30
seconds each. Once you roll over an area and you feel any discomfort, it could be a sign of
the presence of a trigger point, in which case you can hold the ball against that area while
simultaneously applying gentle pressure. Trigger points often feel sore, weak, and tight and
easily feel hurt. Chronic trigger points may require daily massages. Putting pressure on a
trigger point should feel satisfying/relieving afterwards, which people often call “good
pain”. If you grimace while applying pressure and you feel that the pain is too much, this is
probably a sign that you’re putting too much pressure on the area.
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Upper Body
Shoulder, upper arm, biceps

Concentrated shoulder pain

Shoulder & Chest

Back Pain

Back pain, shoulder, back of the
head

Head, jaw pains

Lower Body
Legs and thigh

Hamstring

Lower back

Buttocks

Calves

Shin
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SUBGROUP 1: NECK, SHOULDERS AND UPPER BACK
Chronic neck and shoulder pain are more common than you imagine, especially now that
we live in a time where computers and cell phones are prevalent in our lives and craning our
necks forward is a common sight. Massaging your neck goes a long way in reducing pain,
stiffness, and limited mobility.

NECK AND UPPER TRAPEZIUS MUSCLES

*Posterior view
Symptoms

Neck pains, headaches, burning sensation in
your shoulder blades, jaw pain, vertigo, stiff
neck. Pain in the Upper Trapezius Muscles is
usually caused by strain and stress from the
middle and lower trapezius trigger points.

Neck and Upper Trapezius - Massage 1

Prep: You can lie on the ground with your
Limm Massage Roller resting underneath your
neck (Figure 1), or you can do this against the
wall. We suggest lying on the ground for a
good amount of pressure from your body
weight.
1. Start rolling your head to the left, then to
the right (Figures 2 & 3).

Figure 1

2. For a deeper massage, turn to your right
side and slightly lift your hips off the floor to
apply more pressure to the neck area (Figures
4 & 5). Repeat on the other side.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Alternatively, you can also use the Limm
Massage Balls Set A and place them (round
balls) just below the base of your neck.
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Suggested sets: Limm Massage Sets Type A, C,
D, F, G

Figure 4

Figure 5

Neck and Upper Trapezius - Massage 2

Figure 6

Prep: You can place Limm Massage Balls against
a wall or a wall corner, and rolling the ball
against two (or four, two left + two right) trigger
points (Figures 6 & 7).
1. Start rolling the massage ball up and
down the areas surrounding the two
trigger points shown in the images on the
left. Trigger points should be easy to spot
when you start feeling soreness or
tightness in an area. Using the Limm
Massage Balls, stop and hold the position
in trigger points for a few seconds.
Suggested sets: Set Type A and the Original Set

Figure 7
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BACK, MIDDLE AND LOWER TRAPEZIUS MUSCLES

*Posterior view
Symptoms

Pain and tenderness in the neck and shoulder
region. Trigger points in the Middle and Lower
Trapezius can easily spread and generate more
trigger points in the Upper Trapezius since
they form the muscles that run along the spine
and extends into the shoulders.

Lower and Middle Trapezius - Massage 1

Prep: Place a massage ball under your lower or
middle trapezius, just to the right of your spine
(Figure 8). You can then hold or control the ball
using the back of a chair, a wall, or the ground.

Figure 8

Figure 9

1. Roll the ball over your middle and lower
trapezius muscles. Once you find a sore or
tight spot, hold your position and focus the
pressure in that area (Figure 9). Keep the
ball in that spot for a few seconds, until you
feel a release of tension. Repeat this step
on the other side, and as much as
comfortable to you. You can also stretch
your muscles further by crossing your arms
in front of your chest.
2. For a deeper massage, you can lie on the
floor instead of standing next to a wall.
However, this is only suggested if you are
already familiar with the right amount of
pressure that your Middle Trapezius needs
since your body-weight will add a lot of
pressure to the knots. Start with softer
balls, and proceed to harder Massage Balls
once you feel comfortable.
Suggested sets: Original Set and Limm
Massage Ball Set Type A
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Middle Trapezius – Massage 2a

Prep: You can lie on the ground with your
Massage Roller* positioned under the base of
your spine (Figure 10).
1. Carefully lean back on the massage roller,
running it up and down your back (Figure
11).

Figure 10

Figure 11

2. Hold position once the roller reaches
your middle trapezius muscle and slightly
arch your back (Figure 13).
With the roller still under your trapezius
muscle, alternate between lifting your hands in
the air for a few seconds and crossing your
arms in front of your chest (Figures 14, 15 &
16).

Figure 12

Figure 13
Suggested sets: Sets Type C, D, E, F, G

Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 16
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Lower Trapezius – Massage 2b

Figure 17

Figure 18

Prep: Lie on the floor and place the peanut
massage balls in the area between your
shoulder blades (Figure 17). With this massage,
you will focus on keeping the pressure applied
on the trigger point and holding the position for
as long as you feel comfortable, or until you
feel a release of tension.

1. Raise your arms in front of you and hold the
position for 30-90 seconds (Figure 19).
2. Spread out your arms to your sides, and
hold the position for 30-90 seconds.
3. Cross your arms in front of your chest and
hold the position for the same amount of
time (Figures 20 & 21).
Figure 19

3. Lastly, lift stretch your hands in front of you
and alternate holding each hand above
your head for an extra stretch (Figures 22 &
23).

Suggested sets: Sets Type E, F, G
Figure 20

Figure 21

Figure 22

Figure 23
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SHOULDERS – POSTERIOR SHOULDER CAPSULE

Symptoms

Pain and weakness along the biceps tendon,
posterior join line that is especially felt in the
90 degree forward flexion, adduction and
internal rotation

Posterior Shoulder Capsule – Massage 1

Prep: Place a Limm Massage Ball (round, no
spikes) on the wall at shoulder height (Figure
24). The ball should be between the wall and
the posterior of your shoulder.
1. Gently roll the ball back and forth in a
small area in your posterior shoulder.
2. You can deepen the massage and
stretch by putting your arm (same side
as the area being worked on) across
your body.

Figure 24

Suggested sets: Original Set and Set Type A
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SHOULDERS – DELTOIDS

*Anterior view
Symptoms

Pain when raising the arms to the side

Deltoids – Massage 1

Prep: Place the Limm Latex Massage Ball
between your shoulder and the wall (Figure
25). Preferably, you can do this against a wall
corner so you can deepen the pressure of the
ball.

Figure 25

Figure 26

1. Focusing on the front part of your
shoulders, find trigger points in your
shoulders by rolling the ball back and
forth.
2. Switch sides and repeat.
3. You can also use the Dual-Wheel Hand
Roller to target various trigger points at
once
Suggested sets: Original Set, and Sets Type A
and B (Dual-Wheel Roller)

Figure 27

Figure 28
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INFRASPINATUS AND TERES MINOR

*Posterior view
Symptoms

Pain at the front part of your shoulders, pain
when trying to reach behind back, pain when
raising the arm to the head, pain when pushing
your arms, shoulder pain when sleeping on your
side

Infraspinatus and Teres Minor - Massage 1

Prep: Start by lying on your back. Place a
massage (latex) ball between your shoulder
blade and the ground (Figure 29). Gently
massage the areas behind your shoulder and
around your scapula and locate tightness in this
area.
1. Lie back on the massage (rubber) ball
and let your body weight fall unto the
ball.

Figure 29

2. If you can, roll the ball in a small section
to find other problem areas.
3. Keeping your elbow in place, move your
arms back and forth to rotate your
shoulder and trying to roll the ball in
multiple directions (Figure 30).
4. Repeat steps 1-3 on the other side.
Suggested sets: Original Set and Set Type A

Figure 30
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SUBGROUP 2: CHEST
PECTORALS

*Anterior view
Symptoms

Pain in the chest area that can spread across
inside of the left arm to the elbow and in worse
cases, until the pinky and ring finger,
simultaneous pain between the shoulder
blades, feeling of constriction in the chest

Pectorals - Massage 1

Prep: Place the Limm Lacrosse Massage Ball in
between your chest and the wall (Figure 31).
Push the ball to the wall to keep it in place.
1. Roll the ball back and forth in small
areas for 30-90 seconds.
2. Repeat on the other side.
3. To deepen the massage, stretch and
rotate your arm and abduct
horizontally.

Figure 31

4. Alternatively, you can also use both
hands to push the massage ball down
your pec until you find a trigger point
where you will apply pressure to for a
few seconds (Figures 32 & 33).
Figure 32

Figure 33

Suggested sets: Original Set and Set Type A
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SUBGROUP 3: BACK AND SPINE
LATISSIMUS DORSI

*Posterior view
Symptoms

Pain in forearm and in between shoulder blades,
shoulder blade pain, pain in front of the shoulder

Latissimus Dorsi - Massage 1

Prep: Place a lacrosse massage ball in between your
lats and the wall and gently push the ball to keep it in
place (Figure 34).

Figure 34

Gently roll the ball up and down along the
outside of your armpits. Keep rolling until
you find a sore spot, and hold the position in
that spot for a little longer.

2.

Repeat this step on the other side.

Suggested sets: Original Set and Set Type A

Latissimus Dorsi - Massage 2

Figure 35

1.

Figure 36

Prep: Lie on the ground and place elongated roller
beneath your lat, just a little under and to the side of
the armpit (Figure 35).
1.

Gently work the roller down your side,
while making sure to feel for trigger points
and focusing on putting a little more but
gentle pressure on these areas (Figures 36
& 37).

2.

Roll back and forth on your side, while
slightly twisting your body so your face is
directly looking up at the ceiling (Figure 38).

Suggested sets: Sets Type C or D

Figure 37

Figure 38
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SUBGROUP 4: GLUTES AND HAMSTRINGS
GLUTES

*Posterior view
Symptoms

Pain or nerve irritation on the buttocks, hamstrings,
foot and lower leg
Poor movement in the frontal and/or transverse
planes
Pain in the legs, hips and lower back while walking
or when sleeping on your side

Glutes – Massage 1

Figure 39

Prep: Sit with your knees bent, foot flat on the floor.
Place a lacrosse massage ball between the floor and
your buttocks (Figure 39). Support your bodyweight by placing your hands behind you, palms flat
down.
1. Slowly and gently roll back and forth your
piriformis and gluteal muscles until you find a
trigger point. Once you do, hold the position for
30-90 seconds.
2. Switch sides and repeat the same step.
3. Feel free to bend and stretch your knees to
target the piriformis from different angles.
4. You can deepen the massage by further
lowering your buttocks to the floor. To do this,
lift the leg (on the same side of the massage
point targeted) and cross it across the opposite
thigh, and deepen the bend on your elbow.
5. Alternatively, you can also keep one knee bent,
and the other stretched in front. When you find
a trigger point, lower your glutes, applying
more pressure and bringing the stretched out
leg more to the side.
Suggested sets: Original set, Sets Type A and E
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HAMSTRINGS

*Posterior view
Symptoms

Tenderness and sometimes bruising in the
hamstring area.
Snapping or popping feeling when doing
exercises, usually accompanied with sudden
pain.
Pain running along the back of your thigh to
your lower buttock when straightening the leg,
bending over or walking.

Hamstrings – Massage 1

Figure 40

Prep: Prior the massage, place a lacrosse or
spiky ball on the floor and roll the bottom of
your foot over it for a few minutes to loosen up
the fascia that is connected to your hamstrings.
Sit down on the floor, one knee bent and the
other leg laid out flat. The hamstrings touching
the floor will be the one targeted. Place the
lacrosse ball under your hamstring and support
yourself by placing your hands beside you while
you slowly lift your glutes off the floor (Figure
40).
1. Using your hands and arms, move back
and forth over the ball, making sure to
roll your leg side to side along the way.
2. You can deepen the massage by flexing
your foot on the same side and rotating
it inward or outward.
Suggested sets: Original set and Sets Type A, F, G
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SUBGROUP 5: ARMS AND LEGS
SHOULDER FLEXOR

*Anterior view
Symptoms

Stiff wrist flexors

Forearms – Massage 1

Prep: Find a surface where you can put the
Limm Round Massage Ball against your
forearm: it can be a table, a bench, or a wall.
Gently push the ball to the wall until your
desired pressure (Figure 41).
1. While gently pressing the ball with your
forearms, start rolling it back and forth,
locating any trigger point. Keep rolling
and pressing on the ball for 30-90
seconds.

Figure 41

2. Alternatively, you can extend (close
and open) your hands to further stretch
your flexors while rolling the ball.
3. Switch sides and repeat.
Suggested sets: Original Set and Set Type A
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EXTENSOR

*Posterior view
Symptoms

Wrist extensors can feel stiff, usually after
prolonged typing on the position of the wrist.

Extensor Muscles – Massage 1

Prep: Find a surface where you can put the
Limm Round Massage Ball against the outside
of your forearm: it can be a table, a bench, or a
wall. Gently push the ball to the wall until your
desired pressure (Figure 42).
1. While gently pressing the ball with the
back of your forearm, start rolling it
back and forth, locating any trigger
point. Keep rolling and pressing on the
ball for 30-90 seconds.

Figure 42

2. Alternatively, you can extend and flex
your hands to stretch your flexors
while rolling the ball.
3. Switch sides and repeat.
Suggested sets: Original Set and Set Type A
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PERONEUS LONGUS TENDON

*Anterior view
Symptoms

Lateral knee pain, numbness or tingling in the
lower leg and foot

Peroneus Longus Tendon – Massage 1

Prep: Place a massage ball along the outside of
one of your lower leg (Figure 43). You can do
this massage on the floor, or on a bench or
chair. Feel free to bend the other leg/knee.
1. Roll the Limm Round Massage Ball up
and down along the outer portion of
your lower leg for 30-90 seconds.
2. If you find a trigger point, gently apply
more pressure as much as you are
comfortable and hold.

Figure 43

3. Switch to the other leg and repeat.
Suggested sets: Original Set and Set Type A
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CALVES

*Posterior view
Symptoms

Lateral pain and weakness on either side of the
calf, pain felt after strenuous activities

Calves – Massage 1

Prep: Begin by sitting on the floor with both
legs stretched in front of you. Bend one knee 90
degrees, and place a spiky massage ball under
the calf that is still on the floor (Figure 44).
Support your body by placing both hands
behind or beside you, and slightly lift your
glutes off the ground.

Figure 44

1. With your arms’ support, move forward
and backward, rolling your calf over the
ball. While rolling, slightly twist your leg
side to side so you can stretch your calf
and target more areas.
2. Switch legs and repeat.
3. Aside from twisting your legs, you can
also flex your foot, or bring the other leg
on top of the leg that is being targeted
to add some pressure.
4. Alternatively, you can deepen the
massage by lifting your butt a little
higher off the ground, and also by
flexing your foot by pointing it forward
and backward, holding position each
time you alternate.
Suggested sets: Original Set and Sets Type E, F,
C, D
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Calves – Massage 2

Figure 45

Prep: This massage will work well if you have a
yoga block, or a stack of books to keep that
massage ball or roller elevated. Place the
massage ball or roller at the top of the yoga
block. Sit on your buttocks, and place a leg on
top of the ball/roller (Figure 45). Position the
other leg on top of the leg that you want to
work (Figure 46).
Figure 46

1. Start rolling the ball/roller along your
calf until your heel, and roll back near
your knee.
2. Feel for any trigger points along the
way, and apply more pressure when you
find them.

Figure 47

3. Work your inner calf by slightly twisting
your leg so you can target more trigger
points from various angles (Figure 47).
Suggested sets: Original Set and Sets Type A, C,
D
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TIBIALIS ANTERIOR MUSCLE

*Anterior view
Symptoms

Pain and tenderness on the front and inside of
the ankle, pain on the top and inside surface of
the big toe, foot drop, foot slap,

Tibialis Anterior Muscle – Massage 1

Prep: This massage can be done on the floor or
a low bench or chair. Bend the leg on the side
that you wish to work, and place a massage ball
under the front of your lower leg (Figure 48).
See the image on the left for reference.
1. Roll the ball up and down along your
lower leg for 30-90 seconds.
2. When you find a trigger point, hold the
position for a few seconds, applying a
bit more pressure in that area.

Figure 48

3. Switch legs and repeat.
4. Alternatively, you can use the handheld Dual-Wheel Roller to target
multiple trigger points at once.
Suggested sets: Original Set and Sets Type A
and B
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BICEPS

*Anterior view
Symptoms

Difficulty in lifting your arm above shoulder
level, bending your arm or spreading your arm.
This is usually accompanied by pain and
tightness.

Biceps Muscles – Massage 1

Prep: Lie on your stomach, and let your bicep
stretch outwards to your side. Place the
elongated massage tool or Limm Round
Massage Ball under your bicep (Figure 49).

Figure 49

Figure 50

1. Roll the tool up and down your bicep,
making sure to find trigger points along
the way and applying more but gentle
pressure to these areas (Figure 50).
2. If you are using the Round Massage
Ball, try to concentrate the pressure on
a small area on the center part of your
biceps.
3. To deepen the massage, rotate your
arm in and out alternately (Figures 51 &
52).

Figure 51

Figure 52

Optional: After the massage, stretch out your
shoulders by clasping your hands behind your
back, and gently lifting your hands. Avoid
leaning forward to stretch the bicep area.
**Alternatively, you can use the hand-held
Dual-Wheel Roller to target multiple trigger
points at once.
Suggested sets: Original Set and Sets Type A, B,
C, D
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QUADS

*Anterior view
Symptoms

Pain in the front of the knee and the lower
thigh, weakness in the knee when going
downstairs, buckling hip

Quads - Massage 1

Prep: Lie flat on your stomach, and place an
elongated tool just above your knee (Figure
54). Prop yourself up on your forearms.

Figure 53

Figure 54

1. Work the massage roller up and down
your quad and try to locate trigger
points. While rolling along your quad,
slightly twist and rock your leg side to
side to target more trigger points
from various angles (Figure 55).
2. You can deepen the massage by
alternating bending your knee back
and straightening it out, making sure
to hold the position for a few seconds
before alternating (Figure 56).

Figure 55

Figure 56

3. Switch on the other quad and repeat
the same steps.
4. Alternatively, you can use the handheld Dual-Wheel Roller to target
multiple trigger points at once.
Suggested sets: Sets Type B, E, C, D
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HIP ADDUCTORS

*Anterior view
Symptoms

Pain on the insides of thighs, “clicky” hip, pain
under the thigh, groin strain, swollen legs

Adductors – Massage 1

Prep: Lie flat on your stomach, and place a
Limm Massage Roller just above your knee, on
the inside of your thighs. Prop yourself up on
your forearms.

Figure 57

Figure 58

1. Roll the Massage Roller up to your
groin. Feel for any trigger points, and
apply more pressure in these areas
(Figure 58).
2. Straighten your leg and hold the
position for a few seconds (Figure 59).

Figure 59

Figure 60

3. Bend your leg at your knee and hold
the position (Figure 60). Repeat and
alternate straightening and bending
your legs and holding position
whenever you locate any tightness or
sore spot.
4. Repeat on the other leg.
5. Deepen the massage by using Set D,
and work the roller higher towards
your groin.
6. Alternatively, you can use the handheld Dual-Wheel Roller to target
multiple trigger points at once.
Suggested sets: Sets Type B, C, and D
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IT BAND

*Posterior view
Symptoms

Runner’s knee

IT Band – Massage 1

Prep: Do a side lunge, and position the
Massage Roller just at the top of your hip on
the side that you wish to target (Figure 61).
Feel free to bend the other leg to the back for
additional support.

Figure 61

Figure 62

1. Roll up and down your IT band, and be
careful to feel any trigger points
(Figures 62 & 63). Be gentle in applying
pressure.
2. As with the other massage on the
lower body, try to twist and rock your
leg to target different spots at various
angles.

Figure 63

Figure 64

3. You can deepen the massage by
straightening the other leg and lifting
both off the ground, this way you are
applying more pressure using your
body-weight (Figure 64).
4. Alternatively, you can use the handheld Dual-Wheel Roller to target
multiple trigger points at once. You can
add more pressure using the dualwheel roller by lying on your side and
with enough pressure, work the roller
along your IT Band.
Suggested sets: Sets Type B, C, D, F, G
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SUBGROUP 6: FEET
Whether you are an athlete, a student, or a working adult, chances are your feet is receiving the
most weight and stress from your day-to-day activities. Self-myofascial release can help relieve
tensions in your muscles, help heal plantar fasciitis and other pain and inflammation on your heels
or bottom of your feet.
The Limm Massage Set is the perfect inexpensive and convenient self-maintenance tool that you
can use daily for healthy feet. Since the balls are small and each Limm Massage Set comes with a
travel-friendly pouch, you can easily bring these friendly tools with you anywhere you go.
Rolling our Limm Massage Balls under the feet before bed has been claimed by our customers as
one of the most effective ways to relax and feel calmer for better sleep.
All feet massages included in this eBook are perfect for people who are always on-the-go. You can
work these balls and rollers under your feet whether you are at your desk, or after a hike or a run.

FEET and REFLEXOLOGY

Symptoms

For arch pain or heel pain, morning foot pain,

Feet - Massage 1

Prep: Sit on a chair and position a Limm
Massage Ball under your foot.
1. Gently push the ball to the floor,
applying pressure as much as
comfortable for you (Figure 65).
2. Roll the ball from your toes to your
heel for 30-90 seconds.
3. Switch to the other leg and repeat.

Figure 65

4. You can regularly do this massage to
avoid foot injury.
Suggested sets: Original set and Set Type A
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Feet - Massage 2

Prep: Stand with your back to a wall. Position
a Limm Round Massage Ball under the ball of
one foot while keeping your heel flat on the
floor (Figure 66).
1. Gently lean your upper body to the
wall to further stretch your foot.
2. Hold your breath and keep this
position for 10-20 seconds.
3. Switch sides and repeat.

Figure 66

Suggested sets: Original set and Set Type A

Feet - Massage 3

Prep: Position a Limm Round Massage Ball
under the ball of your foot.
1. Slightly roll the ball against your foot,
pressing firmly and applying pressure
in circles, starting from the base of the
ball of your foot to your heel (Figure
67).

Figure 67

2. Alternatively, you can stand next to a
wall and place a massage ball under
the ball of your foot. “Stand” on the
ball, balancing with the support of
your hands on the wall.
3. Try to roll the ball from the ball of your
feet to your heel, and apply pressure
from your body-weight where it feels
“good”.
4. Alternatively, if you are having trouble
balancing on top of the ball, you can
use Set C or Set D.
Suggested sets: Original set and Sets Type A,
C, D
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